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We present an experimental study of structure formation in a polypeptide hetero-arm star block

copolymer solution, obtained by swelling thin films in chloroform solvent vapor to variable

poly(g-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLGlu) concentrations (cp). Direct observation by optical microscopy

allowed us to follow in real time nucleation and growth of ordered three-dimensional structures of

ellipsoidal shape. At low cp, growth stopped when cp decreased below the solubility limit (ccritical) but

additional structures were formed when cp was rapidly increased to a higher value. Although water is

not a solvent for this polymer, we demonstrate that water, even in trace amounts, is nonetheless

considerably affecting solubility and consequently the process of structure formation. We have varied

systematically the amount of water present in the environment. ccritical changed from about 0.53 (dry,

i.e. desiccated surrounding vapour phase) via ccritical z 0.16–0.25 for 30–50% humidity of the

vapour phase to ccritical z 0.03 for a vapour phase at 100% humidity. We attribute this change in

solubility to complexation of water molecules with PBLGlu a-helix, which increases the interfacial

tension between the polymer and the solvent. We have tested our hypothesis by replacing water with

other non-solvents for the polymer. Only protic non-solvents changed the solubility of PBLGlu

in chloroform.
Introduction

Solubility characterizes the transition from a liquid disordered

state to a solid ordered state in a solution. The solubility

threshold describes the maximum amount of a compound that

can be dissolved in a given volume of solvent at a specified

temperature. Solubility is of fundamental importance in various

scientific disciplines like chemistry, mineralogy, pharmacology

or biology and applications in environmental, chemical

engineering or material science ranging from biosorption,

bioaccumulation, plant operation or pollution control to drug

delivery with carbon nanotubes.1,2 The solubility of a solute in

a solvent depends on temperature3–6 and increases with the vapor

pressure of the surrounding gas phase.7 The investigation of the

influence of various parameters controlling solubility is thus of

great importance in order to control or to manipulate the

formation of solid (ordered) structures that may precipitate in

solution.

The transition from a disordered to an ordered state represents

a frequently encountered phenomenon.8–11 As an example, one

may think of crystallization, a first-order phase transition from

a liquid to a solid state characterized by a well defined melting

point. The melting point of organic solids can be reduced in

the presence of a number of gases.12,13 Related phenomena are

freezing point depression or the increase of the boiling point

(known as colligative properties).14
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The dissolution of polymers in a solvent may depend on

branching,15 molecular weight degree of cross-linking16 or

polymer crystallinity17 or crystal size.18 In addition, solubility

of polyelectrolytes is affected by pH,5 ionic strength,19 or

polarity.20 Polar substances tend to dissolve readily in polar

solvents while non-polar substances do so in non-polar solvents.

Hydrogen-bonding interactions between solute and solvent may

increase solubility.

Ordering of polypeptides in thin solid films21 and in solutions22

has attracted our attention due to the variety of ordered structures

observed which is attributed to various intra- and intermolecular

specific or non-specific forces acting between polypeptide mole-

cules and polypeptide and solvent molecules. Here, we attempt

to explore how polypeptides interact to form nuclei that then

grow into larger ordered structures, and how this process depends

on polymer concentration and environmental conditions.

In a first-order phase transition, the appearance of a new

phase always involves both, nucleation and the subsequent

growth of these nuclei. Nucleation is the first step in the forma-

tion of a crystal involving a discontinuous change of an order

parameter at the transition between the initial and the new

phase.23 The result of such an activated process, which relies

on a rare statistical event of the formation of a critical nucleus,24

is the appearance of nanoscopically small molecular clusters of

the new crystalline phase.25

The driving force for nucleation and growth of crystals in

solutions can be related to the supersaturation which can be

defined as the difference 6m between the chemical potentials

of a molecule in solution and in the bulk of the crystal phase.

Homogeneous nucleation is most likely to be the dominant

process at high levels of supersaturation.26 Supersaturation can

also be expressed as:
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Fig. 1 a) Chemical structure; b) schematic representation of PS63–

(PBLGlu37)8 heteroarm-star block copolymer; c) three-dimensional

representation of a possible arrangement of the helical peptide block in

the ordered state.
6m ¼ kTln(cp/ccritical) (1)

Here, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,

cp represents the concentration of polymer in solution and ccritical
is the critical concentration below which no nucleation and

growth occurs. Thus, nucleation starts above ccritical and depends

on cp in solution.

The probability of forming a nucleus is higher in solutions of

higher concentration because the number of ‘‘available’’,

dissolved molecules for nucleus formation is larger. In dilute

solutions of low cp, on the average the dissolved polymer

molecules are further apart and the interactions between them

are comparatively weak, making nucleation difficult or even

impossible. Increasing cp brings polymer molecules closer and

closer. When cp reaches the value of ccritical, the interaction forces

between the polymer molecules become strong enough to bring

a sufficient number of them together to form nuclei. Such nuclei

then grow into ordered solid structures over large length scales.

In theory, the nucleation density N is directly related to super-

saturation ratio cp/ccritical by the following relation:26

lnN ¼ lnP �Qbs3n2

ðkTÞ3
$

l

½lnðcp=ccritical
��2 (2)

Here, P is an intercept (its exact value depends on the details of

the theoretical model chosen) representing the maximum

possible number of nuclei for cp ¼ 1, Q is characterizing the

type of growth, s represents the interfacial energy between

nucleus and solution, b is a shape factor and n represents the

volume of the monomeric species. The above equation is a result

of Nielsen’s main assumptions:27 the number of monomers in an

aggregate or cluster at critical radius for nucleation was assumed

to be constant and all nuclei have been generated by the time t ¼
t1 (time scale for nucleation).

In the present study we investigate the processes of nucleation

and growth of ordered structures under different environmental

conditions as a function of concentration in thin films of poly-

peptide solutions. By exposing thin solid films to solvent vapor,

we are transforming them into solutions where we will study

nucleation and growth of ordered three-dimensional structures.

In particular, we will focus on the influence on polymer solubility

of humidity or other protic non-solvents present in the

surrounding air by systematically varying the amount of water

or other protic non-solvents present in the environment.
Experimental

For our studies, we used poly(g-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLGlu)

polymers of various molecular weights and architectures, all

showing qualitatively similar results. Thus, in the here presented

results, we focused on the most complex polymer, an ABn

heteroarm star block copolymer, denoted PS63–(PBLGlu37)8,

consisting of eight poly(g-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLGlu ¼ B)

blocks in average, attached to the backbone of a single amor-

phous polystyrene (PS ¼ A) block (see the chemical structure

in Fig. 1a). A schematic representation of this polymer and of

one possible arrangement of the helices in an ordered state are

given in Fig. 1b and 1c, respectively. Details about the synthesis

and the characterization of this polymer are given in the
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Appendix. This class of rod–coil ‘‘molecular chimeras’’22 takes

the advantage of one block which can generate order on different

levels based on its primary and secondary structure.28–31 The

a-helical secondary structure (18/5 helix with a diameter of

1.6 nm)21,32–34 of PBLGlu is a result of intramolecular hydrogen

bonding. This helical structure represents a rigid macrodipole,

i.e. it has an overall dipole moment (3.5 Debye per repeat

unit)35 caused by the organization of the individual dipoles of

the carbonyl groups of the peptide bond pointing along the helix

axis.

Thin solid films of PS63–(PBLGlu37)8 with an average thick-

ness of few tens of nanometres (measured by ellipsometry)

were obtained by spin-casting of chloroform (CHCl3) polymer

solutions onto hydrophilic UV/ozone-cleaned silicon wafers.

Increasing molecular mobility by heating the polymers was not

possible as the polymers degraded before melting. The

morphology of none of these spin-coated solid films changed

in time, even when heating the films to 200 �C for 60 min.

Thus, these films were exposed to solvent vapor in order to

increase the mobility of the polymer chains, which, in turn,

enabled structure formation processes. After structure forma-

tion, the dry samples were characterized in detail by optical

microscopy (OM) [Leitz, Metallux 3, Germany] and atomic force

microscopy [Dimension 3000, Nanoscope III, Veeco, USA] in

the tapping mode (TM-AFM).

Silicon substrates were used because of their excellent reflec-

tive properties which, coupled with an interference phenomenon

due to light reflected at the film–air and substrate–film interfaces,

gave us the possibility to use OM for our studies. In addition, we

were using thin films because we could easily swell them until

they became a ‘‘solution’’. More importantly, this approach

also enabled us to study processes of structure formation in

solutions in real time and direct space by OM. Another advan-

tage of using thin films is related to the possibility that we could

straightforwardly vary and evaluate directly the polymer concen-

tration (cp) by determining the thickness of the swollen films,

deduced from the interference colors.

Interference colors were calibrated in order to obtain rather

precise values of the (solution) film thickness. First, several films

with different thicknesses (in steps of about 20 nm between 5 and

200 nm in thickness) were spin-coated from solutions of

increasing polymer concentration. The thickness of each film

was measured in the dry state by ellipsometry. In parallel, the

interference color of each film was determined by OM. Conse-

quently, we obtained a series of distinct interference colors
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



Fig. 2 Swelling and de-swelling of thin films: a) calibration series used in this study (color versus film thickness, ranging from 20 up to 190 nm); b)

evolution of the polymer concentration during swelling and de-swelling as a function of film temperature; c) corresponding temporal evolution of

the polymer concentration during swelling and de-swelling (using chloroform vapor).
together with the corresponding film thicknesses. The thickness

of films having an interference color in between these calibrated

colors was interpolated, allowing to continuously determine the

thickness of a ‘‘film-solution’’ during swelling and de-swelling.

The calibration films used are shown in Fig. 2a. Taking into

account that the colors depend somewhat on the set-up of the

optical microscope (light intensity, sensitivity of the CCD

detector), the refractive index (which slightly depends on cp),

and the subjective judgment of the experimenter, we obtained

an absolute thickness resolution of about 10 nm. However,

relative changes during swelling/de-swelling and during structure

formation could be observed with a higher precision of a few

nanometres.

By exposing thin films to solvent vapor, the swelling of thin

films could be done using two different approaches: either by

condensation of solvent vapor onto the cooled film surface

(‘‘off-equilibrium’’ experiments) or by exposure of thin films to

chloroform under conditions without any gradients in tempera-

ture (thermodynamic ‘‘equilibrium’’ experiments). Condensation

is controlled by temperature to which the film surface was cooled

below the temperature of the ambient solvent vapor phase.

It is important to emphasize that during both approaches, the

polymer molecules were in contact with water molecules from

the air. In order to obtain dry air conditions, we used

phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) as a desiccant. It absorbed water

molecules from the ambient air very efficiently as the contact

area between the P2O5 powder and air was large.

To expose thin solid films to solvent vapor, we used a home-

built sample chamber. It contained two compartments connected

via an opening that could be closed when needed. Using two

compartments (one for solvent and one for the sample) allowed

to cool or to heat between about �10 �C and 65 �C both the

sample and the solvent independently by using separate Peltier

heating/cooling stages for each compartment. The limited

temperature range imposed by the Peltier elements did not allow

us to use solvents with high boiling points and low volatility (for

example dimethylformamide (DMF) with a boiling point of
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153 �C). However, solvents such as CHCl3 or tetrahydrofuran

(THF) were well suited.

When performing ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ experiments, we sent

solvent (heated to 50 �C in the solvent compartment) into the

neighbouring compartment where the sample was initially kept

at 35 �C. The walls of the sample compartment, however, were

not heated. Thus, the sample chamber always stayed approxi-

mately at room temperature, with the exception of the sample

stage it contained. After a few minutes, the sample was in

equilibrium with solvent vapor at the temperature of the sample

compartment. Under such conditions, not much solvent could be

found in the film as its temperature was above the temperature of

the vapor phase, which was mainly determined by the tempera-

ture of the walls of the sample chamber. Decreasing the sample

temperature a few degrees below the temperature of the

surrounding vapor phase led to solvent condensation onto the

film and allowed for its swelling. We note that simultaneously

with condensing solvent onto the films also a small amount of

water from the surrounding air within the chamber was

condensed onto the film if no precautions (P2O5) against

humidity were taken.

We followed solvent condensation via the change of the inter-

ference colors of the film in real time and direct space by using an

optical microscope. As the amount of polymer in the film stayed

constant (this quantity is proportional to the thickness of the dry

spin-coated film), a change in film thickness was directly related

to the amount of solvent incorporated into the film, i.e. corres-

ponded to swelling by solvent. From the interference colors we

deduced the thickness (h) of the swollen film. The initial film

thickness (h0) was determined by ellipsometry. Accordingly,

the polymer concentration cp in the solution of the swollen

film was determined by cp ¼ h0/h. In Fig. 2b, we show a typical

temperature dependence of cp in the film during swelling/

de-swelling, for a constant temperature of the solvent reservoir.

The corresponding evolution in time is shown in Fig. 2c. Keeping

the film at a constant and low temperature led to a slow but

steady decrease of the cp due to continuously condensing solvent
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 993–1002 | 995



molecules (see Fig. 2c for the lowest cp). Thus, for experiments of

long durations, cp was kept roughly constant by continuously

increasing slightly the sample temperature. Analogous to

swelling the film via solvent condensation, cp could be

augmented by increasing the sample temperature and thereby

evaporating solvent from the film. We observed a pronounced

hysteresis in cp(T). At a given temperature, cp differed between

the decreasing and the increasing temperature branch (see

Fig. 2b). Finally, at a time chosen to stop the experiment, the

sample was dried completely by simply heating the film to

relatively high temperatures, for example to 65 �C.

In summary, we distinguish three stages during exposure of

thin films to solvent vapor: 1) swelling of films up to (low) cp;

2) controlled de-swelling by partial evaporation of the solvent

from the swollen films; and finally 3) complete drying of films.
Fig. 3 Series of optical micrographs (a–d) and AFM topography (e, f)

images showing the temporal evolution of a 50 � 2 nm thick film at cp ¼
53 � 5%: a) after 20 minutes; b) after 25 minutes; c) after 30 minutes

and (d–f) the final film morphology after total drying of the film. This

film was spin-coated from chloroform solution and swollen under dry

air conditions (P2O5) using chloroform vapor. The in-set in f) represents

an AFM phase image zoomed into a region on top of the ellipsoidal

structure. The size of the images is: 100 � 100 mm2 (a, b, c); 35 �
35 mm2 (d); 5 � 5 mm2 (e), 0.8 � 0.8 mm2 (f), respectively. The size of

the in-set in f) is 250 � 250 nm2.
Results

We first present the results for the simpler situation where

humidity was extracted from the surrounding air with the help

of a desiccant. These results will then serve as a reference state

for determining the influence of humidity on the solubility of

polypeptides in good solvents.

In order to obtain high molecular mobility of polymers, we

first swelled the films until cp decreased to about 5%. At this

concentration, the molecules were dispersed homogeneously

and the molecular mobility was high. As the viscosity of the

isotropic solution is comparatively low, surface tension was

able to smoothen the surface of the film quickly within seconds

(inhomogeneities observed by OM on spin-coated films disap-

peared). We took this smoothening process as a clear indication

for having reached the isotropic phase. According to published

works,36,37 a transition between an isotropic and an adjacent

liquid crystalline (LC) phase occurs at a threshold cp of about

10–15%. Based on published data on related systems22,25,37–49

the LC phase is supposed to be a cholesteric phase.

At cp of about 5%, we did not observe any changes in time

detectable by OM. The films stayed smooth for many hours.

However, when we increased cp to above 50%, we noticed that

the films started to exhibit local changes in thickness (the corres-

ponding heterogeneities on the film surface could be observed

directly under the optical microscope), which we related to the

formation of ordered structures within the film. At such

increased cp, the molecules got closer on the average and nuclei

could be formed leading to the growth of ordered structures.

This process is similar to undercooling a polymer melt, allowing

thus for nucleation and growth of ordered solid structures. We

cannot decide yet if these ordered structures grew from a homo-

geneous solution or from an already (pre)ordered LC phase.

However, subsequently performed AFM measurements do not

indicate any order of the phase surrounding the nucleated

structures.

In Fig. 3, we present a typical example that demonstrates that

OM allowed us to follow in situ both the exposure of films to

solvent vapor, i.e. the formation of a solution film by solvent

swelling, and the structure formation process. Fig. 3a shows

the smooth, homogeneous surface of an initially 50 � 2 nm thick

film that had been already swollen in CHCl3 vapor (using

an ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ approach) up to a thickness of about
996 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 993–1002
1 micrometre and was then brought back to 95 � 5 nm, i.e. to

cp of about 53 � 5%.

After reaching a polymer concentration of 53 � 5%, the

surface stayed homogeneous for about 20 minutes (see

Fig. 3a). After this time, isolated inhomogeneities started to

appear randomly on the surface as observed directly under the

optical microscope (see Fig. 3b). Of course, OM has its limita-

tions in resolution (the lateral resolution in this case is about

1 micrometre) and the optical contrast is typically weak. This

contrast is generated mainly by variations in film thickness and

only weakly by the small differences in refractive index between

the solution and the solid phase. Fortunately, at this concentra-

tion of cp ¼ 53 � 5%, the growth process was slow enough to be

followed in real time. In addition, the nucleation density was low

enough so that individual objects were sufficiently separated and

could be resolved by OM. Thus, structure formation could be

clearly detected, starting after approximately 25 minutes at

53 � 5% of polymer. After about 30 minutes, the surface was

completely covered with isolated objects (Fig. 3c). It is worth

mentioning that OM allowed us to verify that these structures

existed already in solution and were not formed only at a later

stage, for example during the drying of the film. After the rather

rapid initial stage of their formation, these objects did not further

increase significantly in size, even for prolonged times of up to

one day. We attribute this stop in growth to the reduction of

the concentration of the solution surrounding these objects

below the critical concentration of supersaturation.

After 30 minutes at 53 � 5% of polymer, the sample was

rapidly dried and analyzed by OM and AFM. We could identify

isolated, randomly distributed ellipsoidal structures embedded in

a surrounding film of low degree of order, as shown in Fig. 3d–e.

A detailed morphology of such an ellipsoidal three-dimensional
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



structure is shown in Fig. 3f. In the inset of this figure, we present

the result of the phase-contrast of AFM, which clearly allows to

detect parallel straight stripes on top of an ordered ellipsoidal

structure. These stripes are spaced at an average characteristic

distance of molecular dimension: 11 � 3 nm (which is compa-

rable to about two times the contour length of a PBLGlu37
a-helix). Intermolecular hydrogen bonds may act normal to

long axis of PBLGlu a-helices, which probably explains the

existence of parallel straight stripes spaced at amolecular distance

covering homogeneously the whole surface of the grown objects.

Complementary ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ and ‘‘equilibrium’’ experi-

ments (not shown in here) have been performed, which proved

that the results obtained via the two approaches are equivalent.

In Fig. 4, we present the experimentally determined depen-

dence of the number density N(cp) of ellipsoidal objects

nucleated in thin films swollen in chloroform vapor to variable

cp (ranging from 53 up to 85% of polymer) under dry air condi-

tions. At cp ¼ 53 � 5%, ordered structures have been obtained as

it is shown in Fig. 4a. As we can observe in Fig. 4b–e, the number

of ordered ellipsoidal structures increased with cp. At the same

time, the size of ordered ellipsoidal structures decreased.

Fig. 4f represents a summary of N(cp) for all experiments that

we have performed under dry air conditions. N, the total number

of structures per unit area, was determined by OM and/or AFM

after complete drying of the films. N was found to increase with

cp (see Fig. 4f) as it is less difficult to form a nucleus at higher cp
when molecules are close to each other. However, when there are

lots of nuclei per unit volume forming, then they will grow and

rapidly meet each other (coalesce) due to the short distance

between the nucleation sites. No further growth is possible after-

wards. Thus, the average size of the structures will be small (see

Fig. 4d–e). In order to have bigger structures, we decreased cp till

only few objects nucleated which then could grow to larger sizes
Fig. 4 Series of AFM topography images showing the morphology of

dried 50 � 3 nm thick films after having been swollen for about 0.5 to

2 hours at different cp: a) 53%; b) 55%; c) 57% d) 65%; e) 85%. The

dependence of the nucleation density N on cp is shown in f). Thin films

were spin-coated from chloroform solution and swollen under dry air

conditions (P2O5) using chloroform vapor. Note that for a) and b)

‘‘off-equilibrium’’ type experiments, while for c), d) and e) ‘‘equilibrium’’

type experiments have been used, respectively. The size of all images is

2.5 � 2.5 mm2.
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(see Fig. 4a). Consequently, in order to be able to use optical

microscopy as an observation tool, we concentrated our work

on concentrations close to ccritical where the formed structures

could exceed the micrometre size. Interestingly, all films which

were exposed at cp lower than 53% showed neither inhomo-

geneities during exposure to chloroform vapor nor ordered

structures after drying of the films detectable by OM or AFM.

Thus, we conclude that the solubility limit in chloroform (or

ccritical) was below 53%. An extrapolation of the N(cp) curve

shown in Fig. 4f to 10 �8 objects per mm2 (one object per cm2,

i.e. one object/film surface) yielded ccritical ¼ 47 � 3% (see the

black vertical line in Fig. 4f). In order to obtain the error bars

for this value of ccritical, we took into account the uncertainty

in determining the polymer concentration Dcp ¼ �5% for each

point of the N(cp) curve. Two graphical extrapolations, using

either the highest and lowest possible values given by Dcp, to

10 �8 objects per mm2 were made, yielding Dccritical ¼ �3%.

We have also followed the ordering process in real time under

ambient air conditions without P2O5 as desiccant to prevent the

humidity in the surrounding gas-phase, performing both, ‘‘off-

equilibrium’’ and ‘‘equilibrium’’ experiments in chloroform

vapor. During the ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ film-swelling process,

when condensing solvent vapor onto the film surface, some water

molecules were also condensed and during the ‘‘equilibrium’’

experiments, thin films were also in contact with water molecules

contained in surrounding gas-phase. Our results revealed that

ordered ellipsoidal structures (the resulting morphology as

detected by AFM did not change) could be obtained down to

cp as low as about 16–25%. Below cp of 16–25%, no nucleation

and growth of structures could be detected. This raises the

question of why in ambient humid air structures could be formed

at such low cp? We have seen that under dry air conditions the

concentration, below which structures could not nucleate and

grow, was as high as 47%. Obviously, the only difference

between both experiments is the presence of some water

molecules in the surrounding gas phase, noting that water does

not dissolve our polymer.

Apparently, humidity could influence ccritical. To rationally

explore such a possibility, we have classified all our results

obtained under ambient air conditions as a function of the

humidity in our laboratory. We have observed that the series

of results that was obtained in air of 30% humidity differed

from the series under 50% humidity (see in Fig. 5 the right and

left turned triangles, respectively). As we can observe in Fig. 5,

the two series led to two different ccritical values: about

25 � 3% and 16 � 2%, respectively, below which no structure

formation was observed.

Already in 1984, Russo andMiller showed that a small amount

of water, which can be easily absorbed even from the atmosphere

under normal ambient conditions, seriously alters the phase

behavior and morphology of the PBLGlu homopolymer

solutions.50 This observation is also relevant for our experiments

presented here. When swelling our films in humid air, water

molecules from the atmosphere obviously entered the polymer

solution film. Based on our experiments we conclude that water,

a non-solvent for our polymer system, facilitates ordering and

structure formation even down to low concentrations.

In order to fully prove this statement, we have performed

complementary experiments on films prepared at 100%
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 993–1002 | 997



Fig. 5 Representation of nucleation density N versus polymer

concentration cp as determined from ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ (filled symbols)

and ‘‘equilibrium’’ (empty symbols) experiments carried out: in dry air

(-), at low humidity (<), at high humidity (=) and in water vapor

saturated air (:).
humidity. Under such conditions, a higher amount of water

molecules was expected to condense on the film surface during

the film-swelling process. Such conditions of water saturated

air (100% humidity) were obtained by depositing a few droplets

of water in the sample chamber before the film-swelling process

was started. As the vapor pressure of chloroform was higher

than that of water, we expected to have less water molecules

than chloroform molecules in the surrounding gas-phase. None-

theless, at 100% humidity, a significantly larger amount of water

molecules condensed on the film surface during the swelling

process compared to the case of ambient air conditions

(30–50% humidity).

In the corresponding experiments, we exposed 25� 2 nm thick

films to chloroform vapor under ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ conditions.

The subsequent OM and AFM investigation performed after

drying of the film revealed ellipsoidal ordered structures (not

shown). Our results for various concentrations of the solution

films studied are summarized in Fig. 5 (see the blue triangles).

They prove that it was possible to form ellipsoidal ordered

structures under 100% humidity conditions even at very low cp
of about 3–5%. We have experimentally determined (by extra-

polation) a ccritical of about 0.5 � 0.4% below which no structure

formation was observed. We would like to add that our

approach for determining the concentration introduces a large

uncertainty for very low values of cp.

The full lines in Fig. 5 represent the best fits to the

experimental data based on eqn (2). These fits contained three

parameters: P, C ¼ Qbs3n2/(kT)3 and ccritical. The fitted values

of ccritical were compared to the ones obtained by graphical

extrapolation and are summarized in Table 1. As we can observe,

the two sets of values were not differing much.
Table 1 Comparison of ccritical values obtained both graphically (by
extrapolation) and by fitting of eqn (2) to the data, respectively, for
different humidity conditions

Humidity (%) Extrapolated ccritical (%) Fitted ccritical (%)

0 47 � 3 44.2 � 2.3
30 25 � 3 21.3 � 2
50 16 � 2 13.3 � 2
100 0.5 � 0.4 2.22 � 1
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In summary, our results have shown that while the resulting

morphology (ellipsoidal objects) did not depend on the humidity

of the surrounding gas-phase, the solubility value ccritical
decreased significantly with an increase of humidity in the

surrounding gas-phase.

Discussion

Although water is not a solvent for the PS63–(PBLGlu37)8 star

block copolymer system, the experiments presented in this

work have proved that water was nonetheless affecting the

process of structure formation. We have varied systematically

the amount of water present in the environment. Under dry air

conditions (zero humidity), ellipsoidal ordered structures were

formed only in rather concentrated polymer solutions (ccritical
� 44%, see Table 1). At 30–50% humidity of the surrounding

air, ellipsoidal ordered structures were already obtained at cp
as low as about 15% and in water-saturated air, ellipsoidal

ordered structures were formed even at a cp of about 3–5%.

All these results are based on systematic studies of N(cp), in

accordance with eqn (2). Of course, in eqn (2) N represents

a theoretical value and is introduced as the number of nucleated

objects per unit volume in a homogeneous solution. At the

beginning of the nucleation process, N is not constant but

increases in time. In order to compare our experimental results

with the theory of homogeneous nucleation, we have to calculate

the total number of particles formed per unit volume during

the whole nucleation period:

N ¼
ðN
0

Jdt (3)

To perform this integration, we have to know the nucleation rate

J, which is a time-dependent function. J depends also on cp.

Moreover, cp depends on time because during the growth of

the crystals the number of dissolved polymer molecules in the

surrounding solution decreases.

In Fig. 6, we present normalized profiles of the nucleation rate

J (a), the polymer concentration cp (b) and the nucleation density

N (c) as a function of time, scaled with respect to the induction

period t1 (characteristic time at which point cp reaches the value

of the critical concentration ccritical for nucleation, i.e., after t1,

nucleation is no longer possible). Due to the use of an approxi-

mate expression for cp (given in ref. 27), which is valid only for

short times, cp shown in Fig. 6b (dotted line) decreases to zero.

The nucleation rate J would only be constant if the concentra-

tion of the surrounding solution would stay constant (molecules

forming the nucleated structures would be replaced by freshly

added molecules). In thin films of finite volume containing a fixed

number of molecules, we will always observe a decrease in

nucleation rate (see Fig. 6a) because cp decreases (see Fig. 6b).

However, cp can only decrease to ccritical. When ccritical is reached

also the growth of ordered ellipsoidal structures stops, limiting

their size, e.g. in the above presented experiments to a size of

a few micrometres.

Knowing cp, we can deduce J and thus N, the number of

nuclei per unit volume created after the time t1. As we can

observe in Fig. 6c, N becomes constant at long times and

determines the total number of nuclei which can be formed.

This number corresponds to the experimentally observable
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



Fig. 6 Normalized profiles of J, cp and N plotted as function of time t, scaled with respect to the induction period t1. These curves resulted from the

approximate expression for cp given in ref. 27. Here c0 represents the initial molecular concentration, J0 is the initial nucleation rate corresponding to c0,

Ninf represents the nucleation density at infinite time and n was taken 10.
objects in polypeptide thin film solutions. Thus, it is justified to

count the ellipsoidal ordered structures experimentally and to

fit the resulting experimental N(cp) curves to the theoretical

predictions (eqn (2)), yielding values for the three parameters:

P, Qbs3n2/(kT)3 and ccritical. P is here the intercept. If one would

represent logN versus (log(cp/ccritical))
�2 one should obtain

a straight line crossing the logN-axis at P. We have already

shown (Table 1) that ccritical varied with the humidity in the

surrounding gas-phase: the higher the amount of humidity in

the surrounding gas-phase was, the lower was the polymer

solubility ccritical.

In Fig. 7a, we have plotted the fitted values for Q1/3b1/3sn2/3/kT,

with only the interfacial tension s between ordered structures

and solution being a variable, as a function of humidity of the

surrounding gas-phase. This presentation clearly showed that s

varied with humidity: the higher the amount of water, a non-

solvent, in the surrounding gas-phase was, the higher was s

(see Fig. 7a). In Fig. 7b, we show that also Q1/3b1/3sn2/3/kT and

ccritical are correlated. s varied inversely with ccritical: the lower

ccritical, the higher s.

What could be the explanation for such dependence, knowing

that water is not a solvent for g-benzyl-L-glutamate because of

the apolar benzyl groups? Also, water is not a solvent for PS

and thus, the PS63–(PBLGlu37)8 polymer system cannot be

dissolved in water. At the same time, PBLGlu offers several

possible sites which can interact with water via hydrogen

bonding interactions (for example the polar L-glutamate back-

bone and the polar ester group). To conclude, we deal with

system which ‘‘does not like water but, which easily forms large

scale ellipsoidal ordered structures in the presence of water’’.

We propose, as a tentative concept to explain the dependence

of s on humidity of the surrounding gas-phase, that protic

non-solvent (water) molecules form a complex with PBLG via
Fig. 7 Variation of interfacial tension s between the solid ordered

structures and solution: the interfacial tension s increased with the

increase of humidity in the surrounding gas-phase and with the decrease

of polymer solubility ccritical.
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hydrogen-bonding interactions and that this complex exhibited

a lower solubility ccritical. Among the various possibilities for

hydrogen bonding, the two hydrogen bonds of type C]O/
H–O between the oxygen atom of the ester carbonyl group and

hydrogen atom of water seem to be most favourable. The ester

group is located at the exterior of the PBLGlu helix and not

otherwise involved in hydrogen bonding. The secondary amide

groups of the PBLGlu backbone, on the other hand, are involved

in intramolecular hydrogen bonding,51 stabilizing the a-helical

conformation of PBLGlu, and are hidden inside the core of

the helix. Some other type of hydrogen bonding interactions

(for example C–H/O–H) can not be excluded but are

considered to be less probable.

If this concept is valid, it means that also other non-solvents,

with similar properties akin to water, should also be able to

complex the PBLGlu and to modify its solubility. This concept

also implies that non-solvents without these properties should

not be able to complex the polymer. If these conclusions were

proven, they would represent a strong support of our concept

of polymer complexation.

In order to test these conclusions, we have performed three

series of ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ experiments by exposing thin films

to chloroform vapor mixed with a small amount of methanol,

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and toluene molecules, respectively.

Methanol and trifluoroacetic acid are ‘‘strongly hydrogen

bonding’’ protic non-solvents that can form hydrogen bonds

with the polymer. Toluene, although it is a good solvent for

PS, does not dissolve PBLGlu (at room temperature). It is an

aprotic ‘‘poorly hydrogen bonding’’52 non-solvent for PBLGlu

and does not strongly interact with PBLGlu and does certainly

not form hydrogen bonds.

Small amounts of methanol, TFA, or toluene molecules were

added to the surrounding gas-phase by placing several droplets

of these liquids in the sample chamber before performing the

swelling of the film. The humidity of the air was avoided either

by flushing the sample chamber with nitrogen before the start

of the experiment (in the case of methanol, as methanol was

absorbed by P2O5) or using P2O5 (in the case of TFA and

toluene).

In Fig. 8 we have summarized the corresponding results.

Systematic studies performed using methanol and toluene

revealed that the morphology of the formed objects did not

depend on the type of non-solvent we had used. With respect

to results obtained in dry air, we observed that methanol and

TFA did decrease ccritical, while toluene did not, most likely

because it could not form hydrogen bonds. Accordingly, these
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 993–1002 | 999



Fig. 8 Representation of nucleation density N versus cp as determined

from ‘‘off-equilibrium’’ experiments carried out by exposing thin films

to chloroform vapor under dry air conditions in the presence of methanol

(C), TFA (-) or toluene (+), respectively. Note that dry air conditions

have been obtained either by using P2O5 (in the case of TFA and toluene)

or by flushing the sample chamber with N2 flow (in the case of methanol)

before the film swelling. The red lines are the fits which were obtained

according to eqn (2) for experiments performed under (from right to

left): dry, less humid, more humid and highly humid air conditions,

respectively (see Fig. 5).
results prove that complexation of PBLGlu by protic non-

solvents via hydrogen-bonding interactions caused the decrease

in solubility.
Fig. 9 Characterization of PS63–(PBLGlu37)8: a)
1H NMR spectrum

(400.1 MHz) of PS63–(PBLGlu37)8 in CDCl3; b) sedimentation-

coefficient distribution (g*(s)) of PS63–(PBLGlu37)8, obtained in DMF

at 40 �C and 50 K rpm (detector: Rayleigh interference).
Conclusions

Optical microscopy allows us to directly observe in real time

nucleation and growth of ordered polypeptide structures in

thin solution films. The variation of the nucleation density

(number of nuclei per area) with concentration could be

determined by combining optical and atomic force microscopy.

Interestingly, the nucleation density was sensitively affected by

the humidity of the surrounding gas-phase. For example, while

in dry air up to about 50% of polymer could be homogeneously

dissolved in chloroform, only about 20–30% of polymer could be

dissolved without formation of ordered structures. The influence

of humidity may be expressed in terms of the critical concentra-

tion (solubility limit ccritical) below which no structures were

formed. Increasing the humidity of the surrounding gas-phase

led to a decrease of the value of the ccritical.

Independent of humidity, at concentrations slightly above

ccritical, only few isolated objects could be nucleated, which

then could only grow as long as the concentration of the

surrounding solution stayed above ccritical, in accordance with

theoretical predictions.

All the structures possessed an identical, anisotropic,

ellipsoidal shape, which we relate to growth processing at

different rates in the various directions. In addition, the surface

of these structures exhibited straight parallel stripes of a width

similar to the molecular dimension along normal to main chain

axis. Based on these results, we tentatively interpret anisotropic

structure formation as the result of differently strong specific

directional interactions acting along the various axes of the

molecules. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds may act normal to

long axis of PBLGlu a-helices, which probably explains the

existence of parallel straight stripes spaced at a molecular

distance covering the whole surface of the grown objects.
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The functional dependence of the numberN of ordered objects

per unit area on polymer concentration (cp), in combination with

theoretical considerations, allowed to determine a value for the

interfacial tension s between the polymer and the solution.

The decrease in ccritical with humidity can so be linked to an

increase in s. We believe that complexation between water and

the PBLGlu chain, favored by hydrogen bonding interactions,

is responsible for the decrease the ‘‘solubility’’ of the polymer,

leading to ordering at even very low cp. Furthermore, we

demonstrated that also other protic solvents can cause a similar

decrease in solubility. Consequently, the solubility of complex

molecules like polypeptides, which contain sites of different

polarity, hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity, not only depends

on the quality of the solvent chosen but can also be varied by

the presence of small amounts of a non-solvent of the whole

molecules, which nonetheless can interact locally with specific

sites on the molecule.
Appendix

Synthesis and characterization of the polymer

The polymer investigated is an ABn heteroarm star block

copolymer made polystyrene (PS ¼ A) and poly(g-benzyl-L-

glutamate) (PBLGlu ¼ B); the chemical structure is PS63–

(PBLGlu37)8 with an average number of arms of f�¼ n� + 1¼9. It

was synthesized through polymerization of g-benzyl-L-glutamate

N-carboxyanhydride in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)

solution at 40 �C initiated by a polystyrene63-block-poly(4-amino-

methyl-styrene)8 (the subscripts denoting the average number of

repeating units), as described earlier.53

1H NMR analysis was applied to determine the chemical

composition of the polymer (see spectrum in Fig. 9a), according

to which the average number of BLGlu units is 297. Analytical

ultracentrifugation results indicated a monomodal sedimenta-

tion-coefficient distribution of the polymer with a polydispersity

index of PDI � 1.5 (Fig. 9b). As evidenced by size-exclusion

chromatography (SEC) in combinationwithFT-IR spectroscopy,

the ensemble of chains is not uniform with respect to conforma-

tion or secondary structure (varying fractions of a-helix and
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



Fig. 10 Size-exclusion chromatogram (eluent: N,N-dimethylacetamide–

isopropanol 90 : 10 (w/w), flow rate: 0.5 ml min�1, temperature: 65 �C,

stationary phase: 2 � 250 � 4.6 mm2 RP-18, average particle size

7 mm, 1000 Å and 300 Å, detector: evaporative light scattering) (a) of

PS63–(PBLGlu37)8 and FT-IR spectra (b) of the fractions eluting at

9.84 (A) and 12.35 minutes (B).
b-sheet; see Fig. 10); the estimated average fraction of BLGlu

units in a-helical conformation is �85%.

The number of arms of the polymer was estimated on the basis

of intrinsic viscosity measurements. For a star polymer with

regular arms under theta conditions, the relationship between

the molecular contraction factor, g, and the number of arms,

f, is given as

g ¼ 3f � 2

f 2
(4)

Furthermore, it is

g3 ¼ g
0 ¼

�
½h�star
½h�linear

�
M

(5)

with [h]star and [h]linear as the intrinsic viscosities of the star-

shaped and linear polymer molecules of the same molecular

weight,M. Typical values for 3 range from 0.5 (theta conditions)

to 1.5.54,55

The intrinsic viscosities of ABn and of a corresponding linear

polymer (AB:PS57-b-PBLGlu233 with similar but not identical

molecular weight as ABn) in N,N-dimethylacetamide

(+0.5 wt% LiBr) at 70 �C were determined as 127 ml g�1 and

599 ml g�1, respectively; measurements were done with a

VISKOTEK H502B coupled to a chromatographic system.

With g’ z 0.22 and g z 0.05–0.36 (3 ¼ 0.5–1.5), the lower

estimate for the number of arms of the heteroarm star block

copolymer is calculated to be fmin ¼ 9.
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